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Story
The perfect combination of excitement, fantasy and romance
The Magic of the Elements series is the perfect combination of excitement, fantasy and romance. A must for
any romantasy fan! Each book tells the story of a different character. This is volume two of the series:
Neve lives in the magical bubble of Berlin, where she is responsible for the new arrivals at the Academy of
Elements. She is able to fly, to make herself invisible for a walk in Berlin and she can read other people’s
thoughts. She is fascinated most by Tom’s dreams and dives into his thoughts again and again. Neve falls
in love with Tom but it seems to be impossible that this love story has a happy ending. Every single day
Neve loses more of her magic…Maybe she has to decide between love and magic?

Successful self-publishing German author with a large fan base

Romantasy series consisting of four books and e-shorts
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The series has sold over 150.000 e-books

Daphne Unruh
Daphne Unruh was born in Berlin where she studied art, creative writing and screenwriting. She finds the
ideas for her stories and illustrations in Catlantis. This is a magical place in the real Märkische Schweiz,
where the author lives in a small house with a big green jungle of a garden.
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